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Business Borderlines offers a three-

level of Business Analysis and

Requirements Engineering training

program to guide BA Professionals,

IT and Project Managers and

Executive Management with a

comprehensive understanding and

Hands-on Experience for Business

Analysis Processes, Documentation,

Tools and Techniques which

qualifies for the International

Diploma of Business Analysis by

BCS; Britsh Computers Society, UK. 

Business Borderlines is a specialized

BAaaS provider offering a uniquely

selected portfolio of services 

aimed at supporting businesses

address significant issues, such as; 

- High IT Cost without generating

enough Business Value. 

- Missing Business Opportunities

because of IT Project delays. 

- Incomplete Business Visibility and

increasing Business Risk.

- Insufficient alignment with

Corporate Strategy. 

- Challenges to reaching Operational

Excellence. 

- Difficulty in translating Innovative

Business Ideas into Profitable

Products and Solutions



Course Overview

The course will

empower

organization

through their

program

delegates to

apply these

skills practically

in their

business

analysis as an

effective

Business

Analyst,

immediately

reducing

rework & cost,

adding value

and building

effective

relationships

with project

stakeholders.  

The BCS Practitioner Certificate in Requirements

Engineering is for candidates who want to develop or

further their skills in the understanding and application of

elicitation, analysis and management of requirements. As

the traditional Business Analyst role develops and grows

into other areas, the need for Requirements Engineering

skills has opened up into the wider business and is now

necessary in a variety of roles and teams. The learning in

this certificate is shaped to place emphasis on valuable

business analysis skills rather than the Business Analyst

role. Focusing on these skills should ensure alignment with

business objectives and a fit-for-purpose solution

Learn how to take a disciplined and rigorous approach to

defining your business requirements

Develop a set of practices and processes to identify

requirements in order to develop business and IT

solutions

Learn how to draw out information and requirements from

key business stakeholders

You’ll learn how to take a systematic approach to eliciting,

analysing, validating, documenting and managing

requirements. 

An introduction to the requirements engineering process

The hierarchy of requirements

How to identify stakeholders in the requirements process

How to elicit requirements, Modelling, designing and

analysing requirements

Requirements management

The certificate includes: 



Business analyst

Business architect 

Business systems analyst 

Data analyst

Enterprise analyst 

Management consultant 

Process analyst

Product manager 

Product owner

Project manager

Systems analyst
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Target audience 



Syllabus

Define Requirements Approach and Project Scope

Elicit Requirements 

Record Requirements (Documentation)

Build Models and Prototypes to Represent the Requirements

Collaborate and Communicate with Stakeholders to Clarify

Requirements

Analyse, Prioritise and Assure the Quality of Requirements

Conduct User analysis and Profiling 

Requirements Management and Traceability 



Accreditation

Accredited by BCS, United Kingdom.

Requirements Engineeringis a part of the

International Diploma of Business Analysis by BCS;

Britsh Computers Society, UK. Business Borderlines

is the exclusive training provider in Egypt for the

international business analysis diploma.



Delivery Modes

Live Online Classroom

Online self-paced

Physical Classroom 

Head of BA Practice at BBL  

Assistant Lecturer Eslsca University – Post Graduate Studies –

Master’s Degree

LinkedIn Profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/angieeissa/  

Lead Trainer : Angie Eissa, CBAP, CPRE, MSc BIT,

 BCS BPM, BCS Strategy , TOGAF



Our testimonials 

Emad ElShorbagy : 
The feedback from the

attendees was  more

than perfect, also the

organization of the whole

process was flawless

FCA highly recommends

BBL for their training

services 

Emad ElShorbagy
After-Sales Senior Manager

Pierre Ammoun  :
Was apprehensive about taking the course,

it turned out to be an eye-opener!

Explanation by relevant examples with role-

play were extremely helpful to understand

the concepts. As for the scope of the course,

the amount of details covered and how it

can be applied in real scenarios is positively

scaring! I Highly recommend this course.

Pierre Ammoun
CEO of PCS, Lebanon



12 Omar Ibn El Khattab St, Nasr City, 
Cairo 11526, Egypt

courses@businessborderlines.com

+202-23055227

+2010000 600 78

www.Businessborderlines.com



Companies success and economic development
lies in the clarity of the destination, the vision of the

future and the ability and agility in adapting to a
rapidly dynamic competitive environment. The

Strategy Analysis Program is especially designed
for entrepreneurs, business consultants and
business executives who aim to explore the

holistic picture and the interrelated concepts and
practices that are essential for responding to new

realities quickly and effectively.

 

Strategy Analysis Program is tailored to address
the needs of today where strategy is no longer a

stagnant artifact or encapsulated knowledge
within the minds of a CEO.

The Strategy Analysis Program will walk you
through the stages of strategic thinking in a

business context by helping you understand the
methodical steps to create tangible value by

ensuring the vision is well interpreted into flexible
strategy rewired into the day to day operation of

your business.

The Program will examine a wide range of real life
business case studies emphasizing on the

successful or unsuccessful strategies of each.


